
Fill in the gaps

Separated by Avant

Listen babe

Every time I see you I get a bad vibe

Just thinkin of someone else in between you

And you thought you were slick had  (1)____________  up

your sleeve

But I'm sick of  (2)________   (3)____________  act and I

know you're  (4)__________  of me

That's why I say

(When we were together)

We never turned our backs on  (5)________  other

(Oh) But now that we're separated

We can't stand one another

I don't wanna be with you put  (6)________  on everything I

own

I can't believe I  (7)____________  around that damn long

If I  (8)__________  see you again I won't be mad at all

Cause I  (9)______________  that you are my downfall

You did me wrong

You did me wrong I  (10)______________  you were true

You ran out of my life and now I'm so through  (11)________ 

you

I  (12)____________  you to be there right  (13)________ 

with me (oh...)

When we  (14)________  together

We never turned our backs on each other

(Oh) But now that we're separated

We can't stand one another

Baby tell me why

(When we were together)

We  (15)__________  turned our backs on each other

(Oh) But now that we're separated

We can't stand one another

It's really over baby

Cause you did me wrong

You did me wrong I thought you  (16)________  true

You ran out of my life and now I'm so  (17)______________  

(18)________  you

I  (19)________________  when you used to sit there

I  (20)__________  hold you in my  (21)________  and you

would say to me

(Yeah...)

I would rub your body you  (22)__________  say to me

(yeah...)

When we  (23)________  together you'd say (yeah...)

I can hear your  (24)________  sayin (yeah...)

Sounds so good to me (oh yeah, oh yeah yeah yeah)

(When we were together)

(We never turned our backs on  (25)________  other)

...
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. tricks

2. your

3. stupid

4. tired

5. each

6. that

7. stayed

8. never

9. believe

10. thought

11. with

12. wanted

13. here

14. were

15. never

16. were

17. through

18. with

19. remember

20. would

21. arms

22. would

23. were

24. body

25. each
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